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November 16, 2023,  Windsor, Ontario - The 2024 Grand Wagoneer L builds on a rich legacy of premium American

craftsmanship, heritage and refinement while offering an unparalleled level of comfort and legendary 4x4 capability.

Competing in the premium large SUV space, Grand Wagoneer L offers an advanced powertrain with premium driving

dynamics and composed capability. The epitome of American comfort and craftsmanship, Grand Wagoneer L’s

interior exudes refinement and elegance, offering a spacious third row as standard with seating for up to eight.

Leading-edge technologies, including the advanced Uconnect 5 system, Head-up Display, 360-degree surround view

and available night vision cameras, up to 190.5 centimetres (75 inches) of total screen surface, available Amazon Fire

TV Built-In and industry-first McIntosh audio system, offer an unmatched selection of premium interior features.

Combining these attributes with strong SUV credentials, including best-in-class towing, the Grand Wagoneer L builds

on the original SUV by defining the next generation of an American icon.

What’s New

No major changes, as the Grand Wagoneer L was all new for 2023

Highlights

Standard Hurricane Twin Turbo 510 I-6 engine sets benchmark for power and efficiency in premium large

SUV segment:

510 horsepower and 500 lb.-ft. of torque

Up to 15% more efficient than larger V-8 engines

2024 Grand Wagoneer L is 30.4 centimetres (12 inches) longer overall (575.8 centimetres/226.7 inches)

than the standard-wheelbase model, and features a 330.2-centimetre (130-inch wheelbase) (+17.7

centimetres/+7 inches compared to standard wheelbase)

2024 Grand Wagoneer L offers 1,251.6 litres (44.2 cubic feet) of cargo space behind the third row

(+447.4 litres/+15.8 cubic feet compared to standard wheelbase), designed and engineered to provide

unmatched comfort for up to eight passengers and ample cargo room for oversized gear

2024 Grand Wagoneer L gives Grand Wagoneer customers more of what they want:

Best-in-class overall passenger volume of 4,893.1 litres (172.8 cubic feet)

Best-in-class second-row legroom of 108.4 centimetres (42.7 inches)

Spacious third-row legroom of 92.9 centimetres (36.6 inches)

1,251.6 litres (44.2 cubic feet) of cargo space behind the third row – 447.4 litres (15.8 cubic

feet) more of cargo volume than on standard-wheelbase Grand Wagoneer

7- or 8-passenger configuration

2024 Grand Wagoneer L offers 2,514 litres (88.8 cubic feet) of space behind the second row and 3,196.9

(112.9 cubic feet) behind the first row. Dimensionally, with the second and third rows folded flat, the cargo

area can easily fit a 4-by-8-foot sheet of plywood with room to spare

Obsidian Package, standard on Grand Wagoneer L Series II, and available on Series III, includes Piano

Black exterior accents, black interior accents, Gloss Black upper and lower DLO molding and 22-inch

polished wheels with black inserts (for Series II, Obsidian Package also includes 23-speaker McIntosh

Reference audio system, adjustable roof rail crossbars, front console cooler, front passenger interactive

display, premium tinted glass and ventilated rear seats)

Legendary capability with Quadra-Drive II 4x4 system with active low range and rear electronic limited

slip differential:

Crawl ratio of 48:1

Selec-Terrain traction management system

Up to 60.9 centimetres (24 inches) of water fording



Quadra-Lift air suspension delivers a smooth ride and up to 25.4 centimetres (10 inches) of

ground clearance

Based on standard-wheelbase architecture, long-wheelbase Grand Wagoneer L features notable

changes to its platform:

Unique body-in-white rear floor

Unique body-in-white rear ladder structure

Unique body-in-white, third-row seat brackets and reinforcements

Unique frame centre rail and rear rail extension

Unique rear tub

Unique load floors

Quadra-Lift air suspension delivers a smooth ride and up to 25.4 centimetres (10 inches) of ground

clearance

Robust towing capability of up to 9,450 pounds (4,286 kilograms)

Exterior styling boasts a confident and elegant design with a timeless silhouette and embodies American

authenticity with artisan levels of craftsmanship

Interiors are designed to support active customers’ lifestyles:

Best-in-class overall passenger volume and best-in-class second-row legroom with the most

cargo volume behind the third row

Standard third row with available seating for up to eight passengers

Highly advanced user-friendly technology:

Up to 190.5 centimetres (75 inches) of total screen display available on Grand Wagoneer

Nearly 114.3 centimetres (45 inches) of screens along the front instrument panel:

12-inch reconfigurable centre stack touchscreen displays feature split-screen

capability for dual-application operation:

Uconnect 5 system is standard, five times faster and features Wi-Fi

capability

Wireless Android Auto and Apple CarPlay are standard equipment

Simultaneous connectivity for two Bluetooth-enabled phones

Available Amazon Fire TV Built-In, including access to hundreds of thousands of

movies, TV shows and apps

Available 10.25-inch passenger screen has four major functions: Co-Pilot

(navigation, device management), entertainment (via HDMI or Rear Seat

Entertainment control), the ability to view the exterior vehicle cameras and Fire

TV for Auto

Standard 360-degree surround view and available night vision with pedestrian

and animal detection cameras

Wireless charge pad

Available Digital rearview mirror

High-strength steel frame uses advanced materials and engineering to be lightweight, yet stiff and

durable

Body-on-frame design features premium on-road ride-and-handling characteristics with enhanced body

torsional stiffness

Electronically controlled suspension system delivers greater on-road handling and comfort

Industry-first McIntosh 1,375-watt premium audio system featuring 23 speakers, including a

12-inch subwoofer with 3D Surround System, provides an immersive audio experience

Packed with more than 120 standard and available advanced safety and security features

Available driver-assist technologies include head-up display, adaptive cruise control, drowsy driver

detection and Traffic Sign Recognition

Built in Warren, Michigan, the 2024 Grand Wagoneer L is scheduled to arrive in dealerships in the fourth

quarter of 2023

Model Lineup

Grand Wagoneer L Obsidian



Grand Wagoneer L Series III

Available Exterior Colours

Baltic Gray

Bright White

Diamond Black Crystal

Midnight Sky

River Rock

Silver Zynith

Velvet Red

Available Interior Colours

Blue Agave (limited availability)

Global Black

Tupelo/Black

More Information

Please visit the stellantismedia.ca for the latest product information, photography, videography, plus access to

specifications and feature availability documents.
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Additional information and news from Stellantis are available at: https://media.stellantisnorthamerica.com
 


